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Vampire Queen Betsy Taylor wakes up in the morgue after a time-traveling trip despite the fact that
she can't really die, and must fight a foe with a wicked agenda, in the latest installment of the New
York Times best-selling series. (romance).

Reviews of the Undead and Undermined (Thorndike Press
Large Print Core) by MaryJanice Davidson
Thetalune

Let me preface, like so many others, in saying I loved the "Undead" series, the characters were..well
characters!

I was willing to go on "the Journey" with MJD for these last two - gave her the benefit of the doubt.
However this last instalment (still giving number 9 the benefit) was almost insulting. Does the
publisher of this no longer care about the readers who BUY the books but only the author that they
just say "yes, we'll publish that straight away" and publish without reading it? Did anyone with a red
pen read this book prior to publication? Did MJD not read back what she had written to see if it
made sense? At times it felt like my Kindle was on crack and just making stuff up...
The things I love about MJD's writting were all missing, no witty repartee, no characters with
character, did the timeline shift remove all personality from all of the characters??
I didn't give this one star only because saying "I hate something" seems really harsh - but how I
wanted to.
MJD -I feel let down and unsatisfied, this could have easily been part of number 9, if you really had
to publish it.
Number 11 better be something out of this world to bring us all back, because, sadly, even though
this was a great smelly pile of jumbled words in a format resembling a book, I will probably hang in
there to see if this story line resolves itself.
Overall rating - ****BLEH*** & pure heartfelt disappointment at being let down by this book & the
author.
Hopefully Besty & gang can have their vampirish happily ever after, complete with full personalities,
for no other reason than the first 4 books which I still love.
SupperDom

Second book in a trilogy within the Betsy series that I can only assume will be used to explain a
change in Betsy's outlook and attitude in future books. In the last book Betsy travels with Laura
through time so she can practice her abilities to jump to different times and places and eventually
take over Satan's job; mom wants to retire. Betsy's presence and action in the past causes changes
to the current timeline. Their jump of 1000 years to a horrific future caused by Betsy has given Betsy
the goal to prevent that future from happening.
This book has Betsy discovering and trying to acclimate to the changes in the timeline and
apparently only she and Laura can recall the way things were before their little vacation. Since
going back and feeding on Laura instead of Nick in the past, he's much friendlier towards vampires,
although Laura isn't too happy about being fed on. Jessica is pregnant and about to pop. Mom has a
boyfriend. Someone dead in the prior timeline is now alive and a little different. And someone from
the future is sent back to the present time. Steps are taken to meet Betsy's goal to alter the future
she saw, but events that take place to try to prevent it seem like it just might be putting her on the
path she wants to avoid. By the end of this book we see a more assertive Betsy.
The book starts out with a seven page recap of the entire series. This was well done. There are also a
number of quotes and a definition for Retroactive Continuity from Wikipedia which was really a
smart thing to add because there are differences in this new timeline that can't be explained by
Betsy's visit to the past; at least for now. Hopefully this will make more sense in the 3rd book.
There is actually very little story taking place in this one, much of it dealing with Betsy being
stunned and trying to acclimate to how things are now. Betsy's ADD (or ADHD?) is more evident
than ever with a huge amount of ink devoted to her sarcastic thoughts and comments which
temporarily drag her and us away from a topic or conversation, all to add humor to the story. I'm not

sure if there is more of this in these last two books or if it's just becoming old. It is why I loved the
first couple of books in the series. I still do enjoy it and have to marvel at some of the things the
author came up with, but there's just too much of it.
This trilogy could have easily been one decent size book if half of the sarcastic comments and
observations were removed. The author does thank the readers who picked up this book after
believing she lost her mind with the last one. It helps, although I'm upset to have paid a hardcover
price for the book and have doubts that I will if I read the next one.
I'd prefer to give it 2.5 stars, but since that isn't possible, I'm going with 3.
Zeli

Undermined is the 10th book in Davidson's Undead series and left me feeling so let down that I may
not read the next installment. Who am I kidding? Of course I'll read the next book, if only to give
Davidson a chance to redeem herself.
I have enjoyed all 9 of the other books in the series, but Undermined was by far the worst I have
seen. Betsy was such a sniveler throughout the book that it was seriously annoying. What ever
happened to Betsy's spine? And what was with all of the rambling she did? It seems that there was a
lot more of that in this book than was ever in any of the others.
The only time I actually really got into the story was when we got to see the letter Marc left for Betsy
after he killed himself, and that was the epilogue!!
1 of 5 starts
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